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Teachable moments from failed ET flight

B

oeing Company is an American multinational corporation
that designs, manufactures,
and sells airplanes, rotorcraft,
rockets, satellites, and missiles
worldwide.
The Boeing 737 Max is the
newest version of the 737, the
best-selling airliner ever. Since debuting in 2017, Boeing has delivered
more than 350 of them in several

versions and the 737 MAX-8, is the
newest version of the most widely
used single-aisle jet in the world.
Last Sunday, Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 crashed shortly after taking
off from Addis Ababa. The 737 Max
jet initially dipped below the safe
flight path, and then, after climbing,
flew at erratic height and speed.
Controllers noticed the plane was
moving up and down by hundreds
of feet.
The captain of Ethiopian flight
302, Yared Getachew, reported a
“flight control” problem in a calm
voice, before then asking to return
in panicked tones three minutes
after takeoff, according to the New
York Times. The newspaper, citing a
source who had reviewed the communications from flight 302, said the
pilot told controllers: “Break break,
request back to home.” Gebeyehu
Fikadu, an eyewitness to Sunday’s
fatal crash told CNN that the plane
was “swerving and dipping” and belching smoke as it came down. The
ET 302 crash occurred little more
than four months after the crash of

Lion Air Flight 610 in Indonesia.
Reuters confirmed an extraordinary similarity between the two Max
8 crashes: Lion Air and Ethiopian
Airlines both lost altitude within 3
minutes of takeoff, recovered, and
then crashed. No new model of jet
has recorded two fatal accidents
in its first year, until the Boeing
737 MAX-8. What subsequently
unfolded was described thus by FT’s
Edward G. Luce:
“Mr Trump’s stance offers a unique example of the world spurning
America’s lead on airline safety. His
reversal is a “teachable moment”
— to quote his predecessor, Barack
Obama — on the realities of a
fast-changing world.’’
At the heart of the concerns
about the MAX-8 is a change in the
automatic flight controls. Boeing is
facing a lawsuit on behalf of the family of a victim of the Lion Air crash
that focuses on changes made to
the flight controls in a few lines of
new software. The change, called
Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System, MCAS, initiates

the nose-down command without
input from the pilots. The introduction of this system was not included
in the flight manuals issued to pilots
nor was it included in the training
given to pilots who transferred
to the MAX-8 series from earlier
model 737s.
The FAA lacks a chief. Trump nominated his own pilot, John Dunkin —
the man who flew Trump planes, not
Air Force One — to head it. When the
Senate laughed him off as unqualified to lead an $18bn agency, Trump
failed to come up with a new name.
The FAA has been flying without a
pilot, so to speak, for more than a
year [Edward Luce]. The FAA and
Boeing sought to push back, citing
possible pilot inexperience amongst
other ‘’whataboutisms’’. Meanwhile, China, the European Union and
practically every other airspace
jurisdiction, even Zimbabwe, closed
its Airspace. A consumer group,
FlyersRights.org, urged the FAA to
ground the Max 8.
“The FAA’s wait-and-see attitude
risks lives,” said the group’s presi-

dent, Paul Hudson.
The lack of touch and finesse displayed by Boeing over the last seven
days is mind-boggling. They have
stayed resolutely behind the curve
from the GET-Go. The Message
Boeing sent was the Safety came
second, a simply untenable position.
Eventually the FAA capitulated and
grounded the 737 Max.
The stock Market crashed Boeing’s share -10.31% from $422.56
to $378.99 and that’s another point
: “There is no way in which one can
buck the market.”
The big teachable moments for
me were these. Ethiopian and its
Government acted with a lot of
decorum. Concerns about brand
damage are overblown. In contrast,
Boeing have taken a big hit but more
worryingly the corporate’s reactions
to a fast moving situation were a D-.
It is also an incredible statement by
Ethiopian to send the aircraft’s Black
Box not to the FAA but to France.
Thats a geopolitical moment, as it
were.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

ELECTRICITY UP?

Consumers stare at higher bills
as diesel prices rise in dry spell
The fuel-generated power, reserved for dry seasons, is very expensive
VICTOR AMADALA
@ItsAmadala

The recent slight increase in fuel
prices and persistent dry conditions
could force electricity consumers to
dig deeper in their pockets.
Already, the Energy Regulatory
Commission (ERC) has adjusted Fuel
Cost Charge for March to Sh2.75 per
unit up from Sh2.44 in February.
This will go up if the dry spell persists, leading to a decline in water
levels, which could then force the
government to switch on diesel-fired
plants.
However, the Energy regulator
did not give reasons for Fuel Cost
Charge adjustment in the gazette
notice published Friday.
“Pursuant to clause 1 of Part III of
the Schedule of Tariffs 2018, notice
is given that all prices for electrical
energy specified in Part II of the said
Schedule will be liable to a fuel energy cost charge of plus 275 Kenya
cents (Sh2.75 ) per kWh for all meter
readings to be taken in March, 2019,’’
the notice read.
Diesel-generated power, reserved
for dry seasons, is very expensive.
Power distributor, Kenya Power buys
electricity from the thermal producers at an average wholesale price of
Sh19.24 ($0.19 ) per unit, with cost
passed to consumers.
The diesel rate is six times more
expensive than hydro-power (Sh3
per unit) and three times higher than
geothermal energy (Sh8 ).
On Thursday, ERC announced new

Kenya Power
prepaid meters in
a flat at Karsarani
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MAKE LEARNING
AND NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTIONS STICK
January and February flew by, and
here we are halfway through March.
How are your New Year’s resolutions
faring?
75% of fellow “resolvers” keep their
resolutions after one week, only 64%
after about a month, and a mere 8%
have transformed their resolution into
a habit by the time the next “Happy
New Year!” cheers are heard.
What’s a “resolver” to do?
#Application – Use it, Or Lose It!
Without giving your resolution a
go right away, or exercising what
you’ve learned soon after a learning
experience, your dreams and
learnings fall by the wayside. Here are
some simple ideas to get started:
Learning in Context: Make the
“What’s In It For Me” clear from
the get-go by articulating how
the learning is connected to your
organization’s overall strategy.
Learners can use that connection
as their motivational North Star, in
the same way that better health can
drive your New Year’s resolution –
perhaps to run that next marathon.

fuel prices for the month where a
litre of diesel increased by 65 cents
to Sh96.61 from Sh95.96.
The commission attributed the
hike to an increase in the landed
cost of diesel by 2.79 per cent from
US$ 546.42 per ton in January to US$
561.64 per ton in February.
This is going to hit domestic consumers who last month saw a spike
in power bills after being categorised
in two tariffs, namely Domestic Lifeline and Domestic Ordinary.
The Lifeline category comprises
of those who consume less than 100
units a month averaged for three
months, while Ordinary consist of
those who consume more than 100

units over the same period.
Those in Domestic Lifeline are
charged Sh10 per unit while those
in Domestic Ordinary part with Sh15
per unit.
In October, ERC had the Domestic Customer category by increasing
the Lifeline threshold from initial
10kWh to 100kWh and further reduced their charge rate from Sh12/
kWh to Sh10/kWh.
This in addition to scrapping fixed
charge of Sh150 on all power tariffs.
While consumers will pay more
for fuel, ERC has drastically cut on
forex fluctuation charge, perhaps
due to shilling stability in the money
market.

According to the new charge, consumers will be spared Sh0.54 per
unit compared to a deduction of Sh
0.10 per unit in February.
“Pursuant to clause 2 of Part III of
the Schedule of Tariffs 2018, notice
is given that all prices-for electrical
energy Specified in Part II of the said
Schedule will be liable to a foreign
exchange fluctuation adjustment
of minus 5.4 Kenya cents (Sh0.54
) per kWh for all meter readings to
be taken in March, 2019,’’ ERC said
in a notice.
It has also lowered Water Resources Management Authority (Warma)
charge to Sh0.16 from Sh0.31.

Learning by Doing and Reflecting:
Just like how exercise builds stamina
and muscle strength the more you do
it, provide opportunities for learners
to practice what they’ve learned on
the job in short bursts and reflect
on the experience, as an ongoing
experiment.
And repeat it again and again over
time, to encourage a growth mindset.
Learning with Others: Learning is a
social journey, so encourage learners
to share insights along the way with
fellow colleagues who are on the
journey together, through study
groups and networking opportunities.
Think of it as a “workout buddy” for
learning.

